Ladders:

1. Deploy a roof ladder
2. Utilizing an extension ladder, remove a victim from the structure down the ladder
3. Utilizing the 35’ extension ladder, gain access to the 3rd floor

Self Contained Breathing apparatus

1. Discuss and practice emergency air management techniques with less than 500psi
2. Practice setting up and using one of the 2 Scott Supplied Air Carts

Fire Fighter Safety and Survival

1. Utilizing full PPE, effect rescues from the Denver prop without using the rogers pack
2. Effect rescues from the tower utilizing the rogers pack

Fire Suppression

1. Attach to the standpipe with the high rise kit, and advance a charged hose line up the stairs
2. Utilizing the second floor of the training tower, practice VEIS techniques

Core

1. Review SOP 621 Confined Space Rescue
2. Tie the following knots
   a. Figure 8
   b. Figure 8 on a bight
   c. Figure 8 follow through
   d. Clove Hitch
   e. Half hitch